Dear Svetlana Rudenko,

Thank you very much for your support and participation in the 1st Synaesthesia Art Exhibition and Forum in China during the project events in Beijing, Xu Zhou and Hang Zhou in 2016. You may refer to the Artecitta Website (http://www.artecitta.es) with relevant photos, videos and media reports.

“The artworks were not just colorful and beautiful pictures or paintings but a kind of new interactive experience between the art works and viewers”, “the content was novel, unique and innovative according to their feedback”, “The exhibition was carried the greatest academic value in recent years held in mainland China in respect to synaesthesia”, …as commented by many in attendance during the events.

I would like to say, it was the first time in China for synaesthesia dissemination through art exhibition/forum/survey so wide and deep. Many interesting findings were shown related to the synaesthesia topic in Chinese Culture during the visit as well. However, we have just begun, there is still a long way to go.

In 2017, your art/work related to synaesthesia will be promoted continuously in China in different cities through our events in other cities.

Your contribution has been greatly appreciated. Let’s see how we can do better in 2017…

Best wishes

Ninghui XIONG, Project Director
Initiator of Chinese Synaesthesia Alliance
北京国际联觉艺术展
Beijing 2016 International Synesthesia Art Exhibition
2016.10.9 - 10.13

主办:
中国艺术研究院版画院一号艺术空间
国际艺术城市基金会
中国联觉同盟筹备组

策展：何建伟（中国）、王磊（中国）、丁同俊（中国）、雷铁米（英国）、迪娜瑞珂（意大利）
学术主持：玛彩丽博士（西班牙）、熊宁辉（中国）

Host:
China National Academy of Art – Chinese Printmaking Institute No1. Art Space
International Foundation Artecittà
Chinese Synaesthesia Alliance

Exhibition Curators:
Jianwei HE (China), Lei WANG (China), Tongjun DING (China), Timothy B Layden (UK), Dina Riccò (Italy)

Exhibition Academic Chair: Maria Jose De Córdoba Serrano Dr.(Spain), Ninghui XIONG (China)

Exhibition Artists:
Maria José De Córdoba Serrano, Timothy B Layden, Dina Ricco, James Wannerton, Carol Steen, Vita Christine Söffing, Michael Haverkamp, Raewyn Turner & Brian Harris, Pepa Salas Vilar, 何建伟、贺文庆、方清刚、张翔、钟力、熊宁辉、王磊、周武发、唐睿、杨青、袁文彬，以及Muvi4可视化音乐与联觉国际影像比赛的获奖艺术家

Forum Experts:
Maria Jose De Córdoba Serrano, Timothy B Layden, Dina Ricco, Carol Steen, James Wannerton, Sean A. Day, Lawrence Marks, Patricia Lynn Duffy, Danko Nokolic, Anton V. Sidoroff-Dorso, Michael Haverkamp, Jose Lopez Montes, Svetlana Rudenko, Alexandra Kirschner, Jörg Jewanski etc.